Let's make an environment inspiration drawing!

Some artists are influenced by their environment. You can see the artist’s city, the countryside around them, or a vast nearby ocean represented in their artwork. Sometimes these things are represented exactly, and sometimes just hints appear.

What do you like about your environment? Is there something about your home or street that is very special? Are there places nearby that you really enjoy seeing? What would it look like if you put all these things that inspire you together?

Materials
Colored pencils or crayons
Sketch pad

1. Go outside and look around. Find something that you’d like to add to your inspiration drawing. Quickly draw it and color it in. Don’t worry! It doesn’t have to be perfect.

2. Walk a little farther. Choose something else that you see to add to your drawing. Draw it and color it in.

3. Continue walking, stopping, and drawing until your composition is complete.

4. You made a terrific environment inspiration drawing!
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